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Bell nonlocality and Kochen-Specker (KS) contextuality are logically independent concepts and fuel com-
pletely different quantum protocols. Puzzlingly, in quantum theory both concepts seem to be intimately related.
It is known that, due to Neumark’s dilation theorem, every instance of quantum Bell nonlocality is equivalent
to an instance of quantum KS contextuality. However, so far, no reverse one-to-one connection was identified.
Here we show that every quantum violation of a KS noncontextuality inequality can be converted into a viola-
tion by the same degree of a generalized Bell inequality (i.e., derived under the assumption of local realism and
perfect correlations). This reverse connection opens many possibilities. For example, it shows how to test every
instance of quantum KS contextuality by-passing the compatibility loophole and the requirement of perfectly
ideal measurements.
Introduction.—As pointed out by Barrett and Kent [1], Bell
nonlocality [2–4] and Kochen-Specker (KS) contextuality [5–
9] are logically independent concepts. Bell nonlocality refers
to the impossibility of reproducing the correlation statistics
between spacelike separated measurements under the assump-
tion of local realism proposed by Einstein, Podolsky, and
Rosen (EPR) [10]. KS contextuality refers to the impossi-
bility of reproducing the predictions of quantum theory for
measurements represented in quantum theory by self-adjoint
operators under the assumption of outcome noncontextuality
and the definition of context as set of measurements repre-
sented by mutually commuting self-adjoint operators [6–9].
The assumption of outcome noncontextuality is motivated in
this case by the observation that these measurements yield the
same outcome when repeated and do not disturb (i.e., change
the statistics of subsequent) compatible measurements. The
restriction to measurements represented by self-adjoint oper-
ators (or, in the language of general probabilistic theories, the
restriction to ideal or sharp measurements [11–13]) does not
exist in Bell nonlocality. Analogously, the restriction to corre-
lations between spacelike separated events that exists in Bell
nonlocality does not exist in KS contextuality.
On the other hand, Bell nonlocality and KS contextuality
fuel completely different quantum protocols: Bell nonlocality
underpin applications such as secure communication [14, 15],
reduction of communication complexity [16], private random-
ness [17, 18], and self-testing of quantum devices [19–21].
These protocols take advantage of the impossibility of repro-
ducing the quantum violation of Bell inequalities with classi-
cal local models unless these models are supplemented with
superluminal communication [22–24]. KS contextuality lies
behind quantum speed-up in fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion [25–27]. Simulating KS contextuality with classical sys-
tems has a memory [28] and heat [29] costs.
There are theories that are KS noncontextual but can be Bell
nonlocal. For example, theories in which all measurements
are nonideal thus the notion of KS contextuality cannot be
defined. There are also theories that are KS contextual and
Bell local. For example, classical models with infinite states
can simulate KS contextuality [29] but cannot simulate Bell
nonlocality. Puzzingly, in quantum theory Bell nonlocality
and KS contextuality seem to be intimately related.
The one-to-one link from Bell nonlocality to KS
contextuality.—Every quantum violation by an amount
ϑQ of a Bell inequality with local bound αLHV can be asso-
ciated to a quantum violation of the same value ϑQ of a KS
noncontextuality inequality with noncontextual bound αLHV.
This follows from Neumark’s dilation theorem [30–32]
that states that every measurement in quantum theory, even
generalized measurements represented by a positive-operator
valued measure (POVM), can be implemented as an ideal
measurement [represented by a projection-valued measure
(PVM)] on a larger system. In a Bell scenario, any local mea-
surement represented by a POVM x admits a local dilation
X to a local PVM such that X is the same in every context
of the Bell scenario in which x appears. This link from Bell
nonlocality to KS contextuality lies behind the experimental
tests of the KS noncontextuality inequality equivalent to the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell inequality using different
degrees of freedom of photons [33] and neutrons [34].
Therefore, under the assumption that ideal measurements
exist, one can write [35] that
Bell nonlocality =⇒ KS contextuality. (1)
Is there a one-to-one link between KS contextuality and Bell
nonlocality?—Every quantum state-independent violation ϑQ
of a KS noncontextuality inequality with local bound αNCHV
[9] can be converted into a violation of a Bell inequality such
that the difference between the quantum violation and the lo-
cal bound is ϑQ − αNCHV and the assumption of ideal mea-
surements is not needed [36–38]. This link has been experi-
mentally tested [39].
However, no similar link has been found for quantum state
dependent violations of KS noncontextuality inequalities. The
only (weak) evidence, that such a link may exist is the obser-
vation that there is a tradeoff between the state-dependent vi-
olation of the simplest Bell inequality and the state-dependent
violation of the simplest KS noncontextuality inequality for
qutrits [40]. This tradeoff has been also experimentally tested
[41].
Therefore, we cannot conclude that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between KS contexuality and Bell nonlocal-
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2ity in quantum theory unless we find a one-to-one connection
between any given quantum violation of a KS noncontextual-
ity inequality and a similar violation of a Bell inequality. So
far, the absence of this reverse connection has suggested that,
in quantum theory [35],
KS contextuality 6=⇒ Bell nonlocality. (2)
Here, our aim is to show that, in quantum theory, and in any
theory that permits teleportation, KS contextuality can be put
in one-to-one correspondence with Bell nonlocality. We will
also explain why this result has many important implications.
The one-to-one link from KS contextuality to generalized
Bell nonlocality.—The noncontextual bound of any KS non-
contextuality inequality is derived under the following as-
sumptions:
[Ideal measurements] Measurements are ideal.
[Perfect compatibility] Measurements in each context
are perfectly compatible.
Our aim is to show that every quantum violation ϑQ of
a KS noncontextuality inequality with noncontextual bound
αNCHV can be associated to a quantum violation ϑQ of a gen-
eralized Bell inequality with local bound equal to αNCHV.
The interesting point is that now αNCHV is derived under the
following assumptions:
[Local realism] The expectation value of the product of
the outcomes of Mi in Alice’s side and Mj in Bob’s
side is of the form
〈MiMj〉 =
∫
dλρ(λ)A(Mi, λ)B(Mj , λ). (3)
This is Eq. (2) in Bell’s paper [2].
[Perfect correlations] For all measurements Mi (with
possible outcomes −1 and 1),
〈MiMi〉 = 1, (4)
which implies
A(Mi, λ) = B(Mi, λ) (5)
except at a set of points λ of zero probability. This is
Eq. (13) in Bell’s paper [2].
The assumption of perfect correlations is “an additional exter-
nal constraint on local realistic models” [42]. Bell inequalities
with these constraints are called “generalized Bell inequali-
ties” following Nagata et al. [42]. The original Bell inequality
[2] is the most famous example of a generalized Bell inequal-
ity. Condition (4) is exactly the one used by EPR to claim
that a measurement outcome corresponds to a local element
of reality. In fact, EPR never claimed that any measurement
outcome should correspond to a local element of reality, they
only claimed that those measurements outcomes satisfying (4)
should [10].
FIG. 1. Experimental test of KS contextuality with sequential ideal
measurements.
Before detailing the method to convert any example of
quantum KS contextuality (i.e., any quantum violation of a KS
noncontextuality inequality) into an example of quantum gen-
eralized Bell nonlocality (i.e., a quantum violation of a gen-
eralized Bell inequality), it is important to remember that any
test of a KS noncontextuality inequality, no matter how many
sequential measurements may require, can be rewritten as a
test involving only two-point correlations and thus requiring
only two sequential measurements [47].
To illustrate the method we will use an example. Any
other example of quantum KS contextuality can be converted
into an equivalent violation of a generalized Bell inequal-
ity in a similar way. Our example is, however, emblematic
in KS contextuality: the maximum quantum violation of the
Klyachko-Can-Biniciog˘lu-Shumovsky (KCBS) noncontextu-
ality inequality [8], which is the simplest KS noncontextual-
ity inequality violated by qutrits (the simplest quantum sys-
tems producing KS contextuality [6, 7]). The KCBS inequal-
ity reads
κ
NCHV≤ 3, (6)
where NCHV denotes noncontextual hidden variable theories
and
κ = 〈M1M2〉+ 〈M2M3〉+ 〈M3M4〉+ 〈M4M5〉− 〈M5M1〉,
(7)
where Mi and Mi+1, with the sum modulo 5, are compat-
ible ideal measurements. The assumption of outcome non-
contextuality for compatible ideal measurements implies that
the measurement outcomes are independent of the order in
which the compatible measurements are performed. There-
fore, 〈MiMi+1〉 = 〈Mi+1Mi〉. Consequently, once repeata-
bility of the outcomes of compatible measurements has been
experimentally checked, for computing 〈MiMi+1〉 both the
sequence in which Mi is measured first and Mi+1 second and
the sequence in which Mi+1 is measured first and Mi is sec-
ond are considered.
According to quantum theory,
κ
QT≤ 4
√
5− 5 ≈ 3.944 (8)
and this limit can be attained with qutrits prepared in a specific
pure state |ψKCBS〉 and using a specific set of measurements
{Mi}5i=1 [8].
3Let us now remember how a standard test of the KCBS in-
equality is conducted (see, e.g., [43–46]). The whole process
is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of the following steps:
(i) At time t, a qutrit is prepared in the quantum state
|ψKCBS〉.
(ii) At time t + tA, Alice performs a measurement on the
qutrit. This measurement is randomly chosen from the set
{Mi}5i=1.
(iii) At time t+ tA + tB , Bob performs a measurement on
the same qutrit. This measurement is also randomly chosen
from the same set {Mi}5i=1.
(iv) Steps (i)–(iii) are repeated many times.
(v) Alice and Bob meet and select those runs of the experi-
ment in which Alice measured Mi while Bob measured Mi−1
or Mi+1. They use these runs to evaluate κ as explained be-
fore.
KS contextuality tests with sequential measurements face
two problems. On the one hand, measurements are assumed to
be repeatable and not disturbing subsequent compatible mea-
surements. On the other hand, measurements Mi and Mi+1,
with the sum modulo 5, are assumed to be perfectly compat-
ible. Both conditions are difficult to achieve in actual experi-
ments [48] and methods to deal with these imperfections have
to be used [49]. Nevertheless, the main drawback is a concep-
tual one: the assumption of outcome noncontextuality for se-
quential measurements is less compelling that the assumption
of local realism for spacelike separated measurements [6].
Let us now convert the previous KS test into a test of a Bell
inequality. The method is illustrated in Fig. 2 and consists of
the following steps:
(i’) At time t, three qutrits, A1, A2, and B, are prepared in
the quantum state
|ψKCBS〉A1 ⊗
(
1√
3
3∑
i=1
|i〉A2 ⊗ |i〉B
)
, (9)
where |ψKCBS〉A1 is the same state prepared in step (i) of the
KS contextuality test. Qutrit A1 goes to Alice’s laboratory.
1√
3
∑3
i=1 |i〉A2 ⊗ |i〉B is a two-qutrit maximally entangled
state. Qutrit A2 goes to Alice’s laboratory and qutrit B goes
to Bob’s.
(ii’) At time t + tA, Alice performs on A1 a measure-
ment randomly chosen from the set {Mi}5i=1. We will call
|ψ′KCBS〉A1 the corresponding post-measurement state. At
time t+tA+τA, Alice performs a Bell-state measurement [50]
on A1 and A2 and records the outcome o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d2}.
(iii’) At time t + tB , Bob applies on B a unitary trans-
formation randomly chosen from the set {Ui}d2i=1, where Ui
is the unitary transformation that would teleport |ψ′KCBS〉A1
from Alice’s laboratory to Bob’s if Alice would have obtained
o = i [50]. At time t + tB + τB , Bob performs on B a
measurement randomly chosen from the set {Mi}5i=1. Impor-
tantly, the spacetime volume corresponding to Alice’s actions
in the interval [t + tA, t + tA + τA] is spacelike separated
from the volume corresponding to Bob’s actions in the inter-
val [t+ tB , t+ tB + τB]. Therefore, in particular, Bob cannot
know o.
(iv’) Steps (i’)–(iii’) are repeated a large number of times.
(v’) Alice and Bob meet and select those runs of the ex-
periment in which Alice measured Mj and obtained for the
Bell-state measurement o = i, while Bob applied the unitary
Ui [the unitary that teleports |ψ′KCBS〉 obtained in step (ii’)]
and measured Mj−1 or Mj+1. They use these runs to evalu-
ate κ′ given by
κ′ =〈M1M2〉Ui=i + 〈M2M3〉Ui=i
+ 〈M3M4〉Ui=i + 〈M4M5〉Ui=i − 〈M5M1〉Ui=i,
where 〈MjMj+1〉Ui=i is the expectation value of the prod-
uct of the outcomes of Mj , measured by Alice (or Bob), and
Mj+1, measured by Bob (or Alice) conditioned to the fact that
Bob had chosen Ui equal to Alice’s outcome for Bell-state
measurement i.
Notice that there is no possible communication between Al-
ice and Bob or between Bob and Alice. In particular, Bob’s
choice of Ui is random and spacelike separated from Alice’s
actions. Therefore, Bob’s choice of Ui cannot be anticipated
by the local hidden variables of Alice’s subsystem (which are
the ones that determine the outcome of Alice’s measurement
Mj and the outcome o of the Bell state measurement).
The important fact is that
κ′
LHV≤ 3 (10)
is a Bell inequality and not a KS noncontextuality inequal-
ity (LHV stands for local hidden variable theories). All local
realistic models for a bipartite Bell scenario producing corre-
lations satisfying 〈MiMi〉 = 1 must satisfy inequality (10).
As in Ref. [42], our thesis is as follows. Assume that one
has a correlation function for a given process involving mea-
surements of two parties. This correlation function satisfies,
for any measurement Mi (with possible outcomes −1 and 1),
condition (4). One wants to build a local realistic model for
the correlation function. It turns out that the demand (4) leads
to a new type of Bell inequality, which restricts additionally
possible local realistic models. Inequality (10) is a Bell in-
equality of that type. Adopting the nomenclature of [42], in-
equality (10) is a generalized Bell inequality derived under the
assumptions of local realism and perfect correlations. Notice
also that τA and τB can be made zero, so what Alice and Bob
do in each run is equivalent to performing a single destructive
measurement on their qutrits.
In quantum theory, if we prepare the state (9) and Alice and
Bob performs the same measurements used for the maximal
quantum violation of the KCBS KS noncontextuality inequal-
ity, we obtain
κ′ = 4
√
5− 5. (11)
which is the same maximum value we have in Eq. (8) for the
KS noncontextuality inequality. Therefore, on one hand, the
4FIG. 2. Bell inequality test associated to the KS contextuality test in Fig. 1. The volume of spacetime corresponding to Alice’s actions in the
interval [t+ tA, t+ tA + τA] is assumed to be spacelike separated from the volume corresponding to Bob’s actions in [t+ tB , t+ tB + τB].
bound of the KS noncontextuality inequality becomes the lo-
cal bound of the new Bell inequality. On the other hand, the
quantum violation of the KS noncontextuality inequality be-
comes the quantum violation of the Bell inequality.
It is important to realize that condition (4) is an inevitable
price to pay to get a one-to-one correspondence between
KS contextuality and Bell nonlocality. Condition (4) comes
from a basic assumption in the definition of KS contextual-
ity, namely, that the measurements must give the same result
when are repeated. This is why, in the Bell scenario, the mea-
surements performed by Alice (Bob) must give the same result
when they are repeated by Bob (Alice).
Another important observation is that, as can be seen from
the method, one-to-one correspondence between KS contex-
tuality and generalized Bell nonlocality also happens in any
theory (that has KS contextuality) that allows teleportation.
Implications.—The existence of a one-to-one link between
KS contextuality and Bell inequality brings light on the puzzle
of why two notions that are logically different are so closely
related in quantum theory. In addition, this link has many
interesting implications. Some examples follow:
(A) Classically simulating a particular violation of a Bell
inequality requires a certain amount of superluminal commu-
nication C [22–24]. Classically simulating a particular vio-
lation of a KS noncontextuality inequality requires a certain
amount of hidden memory M [28]. The one-to-one link al-
lows us to formulate the question of what is the relation be-
tween C and M in a precise way, as now we can compute M
for a given violation of a given KS noncontextuality inequal-
ity and then compute C for the corresponding violation of the
corresponding Bell inequality.
(B) In Ref. [51], it is shown that “quantum theory allows
for absolute maximal contextuality.” This means the follow-
ing. Any KS contextuality witness can be expressed as a sum
S of n probabilities of events. The relations of mutual exclu-
sivity between these events can be represented by an n-vertex
graph G in which there is an edge if the corresponding events
are mutually exclusive. The independence number α(G) and
the Lova´sz number ϑ(G) of G give the maximum of S for
noncontextual theories and for quantum theory, respectively
[52]. A theory allows for absolute maximal contextuality if
it allows that ϑ(G)/α(G) approach n. The one-to-one cor-
respondence presented here allows us to translate this results
into Bell nonlocality and shows that there are bipartite gener-
alized Bell inequalities with local bound α(G) and maximum
quantum violation ϑ(G) such that ϑ(G)/α(G) approaches n.
(C) Self-testing unknown quantum states and measure-
ments is a fundamental problem in quantum information pro-
cessing. In Ref. [53], there is a method for self-testing us-
ing the KCBS KS noncontextuality inequality and its gener-
alizations. The only drawback of the method is the need of
assuming that measurements are ideal and perfectly compat-
ible. However, the result presented here allows us to replace
these assumption by the assumption of perfect correlations,
which is experimentally easier to test. This shows that any KS
contextuality instance that can be used for self-testing, can in-
deed be used in the standard framework of self-testing. Notice
that even if the assumption of perfect correlations fails with
probability , we can use hypotheses testing and compute the
probability of reproducing our experimental value with local
realistic models failing to satisfy the assumption of perfect
correlations with probability .
(D) There is a remarkable equivalence between KS contex-
tuality and the possibility of universal quantum computation
via magic state distillation [25]. The violation of a certain
KS noncontextuality inequality is a necessary condition for
magic state distillation. On the other hand, the violation of
a Bell inequality is the necessary condition for assuring the
device-independent security of a cryptographic key [15]. The
one-to-one correspondence we have presented here provides a
unifying framework for resources producing quantum advan-
tage that allows us to compare and quantify resources that are,
a priori, completely different.
There are probably many other problems where the one-to-
one correspondence between KS contextuality and Bell non-
locality presented here can be useful.
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